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Arts 
Semester One 

Printmaking- Visual Art  

In this unit we explore the different types of printmaking and a range of artistic styles 

influenced by the work of other artists from different times and places. You get to 

choose the subject matter which best expresses your interests and individuality while 

experimenting with mediums such as lino, etching and wood.  

Learn the difference between reduction printing and multiple block printing, printing 

press and brayer. 
 

 

Sculpture-Visual Art  

You recycle and upcycle every day, artists transform these objects into 

spectacular works of art using a variety of amazing techniques. Explore a variety 

of techniques and processes to create realistic or abstract recycled sculpture 

utilising materials such as wire, tiles, tin, drift-wood, stone, plastic… the choice is 

yours! Use a variety of modelling, carving or assembling techniques to create a 

three-dimensional masterpiece. Learn to critically evaluate your own work and 

analyse the sculptural techniques used by contemporary and traditional 

sculptors. 

 

Garage Band to Grammys-Arts-Music 

Students will explore the recording of music from basic single-track recording to more complex multitrack 

recording using a digital audio workstation. Students will record basic rhythm tracks progressing to multiple 

tracks. 
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Semester Two 

Painting and Drawing- Visual Arts 

What’s your style? Abstract, realistic, expressionistic, surrealistic or graffiti?  In this unit, we experiment with 

a range of artistic styles influenced by the work of other artists from different times and places. You get to 

choose the subject matter which best expresses your 

interests and individuality or communicates your 

beliefs and values. Experiment with media such as 

charcoal, dry pastels, oil pastels, inks, watercolours 

or acrylic paint. Discover ways to critically evaluate 

your work and the work of other artists. 

 

 

Visual Communication and Design 

 Like making or inventing things? Or are you considering an occupation or 

apprenticeship that relies on working drawings? Learn how to draw and 

design structures using the conventions, rules and standards of freehand 

and technical drawing. Create a business and logo to go with your 

structure design. Present your final solutions professionally, using either 

digital or hand drawn methods.  

 

  

 
 

History of Rock and Roll- Arts- Music 

Students will compose songs in different styles and genres. From blues to country to rock.  Exploring the 

different stylistic forms that distinguish genres. 
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Technologies 
Semester one 

Australian Cuisine- Food Technology 

The students will study the influence of Australian Indigenous 
foods on our eating patterns today. Students will produce 
recipes using traditional bush foods and foods that we have 
adopted as our own throughout the decades. 
This unit is a great introduction to VCE Food Studies as the 
focus for the theory sessions will be on topics such as the 
impact on migration on Australian cooking, food subcultures 
in contemporary Australia and the influence of Australian 
chefs and recipe books on Australian cooking. *Food allergies 
and intolerances can be catered for individually, please inform your teacher prior to start of the unit. 

Café Culture- Food Technology 

In this unit students will prepare a variety of delicious classic 
café food. A range of gourmet savoury foods and sweet 
treats will be prepared.  The unit will run like a small business 
and the ability to work co-operatively as a team member is 
a vital part of this unit. The theory component will involve 
planning and organising the marketing of the products as 
well as the producing of a recipe book.  A major area of study 
will be food spoilage, food poisoning and maintaining food 
safety in Australia. This unit is an excellent preparation for 

VCE Food Studies. *Food allergies and intolerances can be catered for individually, please inform your teacher 
prior to start of the unit. 
 

Up Cycle Revolution - Wood Technology 

Students will be required to follow the design process to design and 

produce a product from recycled pallets. Up-Cycling is a creative and 

sustainable way of reusing or repurposing old products to give them 

a new lease of life. A key focus is developing key knowledge of the 

design process.  

 

 

 

 

 

Hang, Mount or Bust-Metal Technology 
Three dimensional sculpture made from plate steel enables students to create and 

customise real life form in metal. The form of an exotic animal or head and shoulders 

of a famous character or person can be produced to hang or be mounted for display 

as an artistic expression in metal. 
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Semester Two 

Food Trends- Food Technology 

Let us look at recent food trends and fad diets. Students will investigate 
a range of popular foods and how they became popular.  A broad range 
of diets will be studied to determine health benefits and unhealthy 
concerns of making choices based on social influences. This unit will also 
study the functional properties of foods and the important role that food 
science plays in the reasons why recipes and food productions succeed 
or sink! *Food allergies and intolerances can be catered for individually, 
please inform your teacher prior to start of the unit. 

Celebrate with Food- Food Technology 

In celebrating with food, students investigate the challenges involved in planning and providing interesting and 
healthy meals for a range of different occasions. In this unit students 
should expand their experience of food. They will investigate the 
influences on decision making in food selection and the requirements 
for healthy and safe food when catering for other people. Students 
should develop and /or increase their appreciation for food by 
investigating and working with food. They will work with design briefs 
to achieve solutions to design brief challenges. *Food allergies and 
intolerances can be catered for individually, please inform your 
teacher prior to start of the unit. 

 

Custom Shop- Wood Technology 

Students will need to follow the design process to create 

their very own unique occasional table. Students are 

encouraged to incorporate different materials, other than 

just timber to create a truly one off piece. A key focus is 

developing key knowledge of the design process. 

 

 

 

 

Sign of the Times- Metal Technology 

In this unit students combine the skills they have acquired in 

past units, to create a retro box sign that may have neon added 

to it upon completion. In the spirit of 1950s signage we build, 

beadroll, weld and paint a sign from past times. 
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Humanities 
Semester One 

The Law and You- Commerce 

We examine how the law impacts specifically on young people. You will 

gain an understanding of your rights and responsibilities through 

studies of criminal and civil law. You will cover things such as licencing, 

getting a body piercing and interactions with police. You will also look 

at what court deals with what issues and alternative ways that we can 

resolve disputes. What the actual court processes are will also be 

looked at. 

 

Who’s not Hungry? – A Geographical Enquiry- Geography 

Food Facts.  It might surprise you to learn that….Of the 50 000 edible 

plants in the world, just 15 species provide 90 per cent of the world’s food! 

Three types of plants – wheat, rice and corn – make up over half of all food 

eaten each year - and they are all types of grass!  Yum! 

This unit will allow students to investigate the Biomes and Food Security 

strand of the middle school Geography course.  Our key questions will guide us through an exploration of the 

many factors that contribute to successful food production; the main threats to food security in the world and 

the search for solutions for universal food security. Food miles, bizarre foods, food waste and food fads will 

be considered in this new unit, along with the opportunity to undertake fieldwork at local food production 

sites.  Get the lowdown and prepare yourself to work in one of the many employment opportunities in the 

food and fibre industry.  

 

My Story, Your Story, Our Story- A Study of Indigenous 

Australians- History 

This unit focuses on developing an understanding and 

appreciation of Australia’s history and heritage through 

story. Students explore the different ways stories are told 

such as oral story- telling, story through dance, song, drama, 

art, poetry and the written word. The stories they will experience will include Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander legends, painting, dance and song. They will also explore traditional Australian stories by authors such 

as Banjo Patterson, Henry Lawson, CJ Dennis, Dorothea MacKellar, Oodgeroo Noonuccal as well as traditional 

ballads and paintings (Eugene Von Guerard, Fred McCubbin, Tom Roberts, and William Barak etc.). They will 

use these stories to build a picture of what Australia was like in the past and 

how that contributes to Australia’s identity today.  Students will develop 

their geographical understandings about Australia and its states and 

territories. They will learn about significant natural and man-made 

landmarks. They will develop understandings about Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander culture through a study of places that are important to them. 

They will develop the understanding that special places need to be 

preserved and protected.  
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Semester Two 

So You Want to Run Your Own Business- Commerce 

This unit is designed to give students an understanding of what 

is involved in running their own business.  Students cover the 

theoretical aspects of business operations before planning and 

potentially operating their own school based business.    They 

also participate in the operation of the school’s lavender farm.  

This includes picking and drying flowers, distilling oil, 

manufacturing lavender products and selling them. 

 

 

 

It’s a Small World- Geography 

Never in the history of the world have we been so connected to the rest of 

the world’s population.  Instant messaging to instant noodles…it’s all about 

interconnections.  This unit explores the links that we have developed with 

the rest of the world through expanding social media, commerce and 

travel.  We will explore how our choices as consumers can affect the quality 

of life of people and the environment in other parts of the 

world.  Ecotourism, food miles, fair trade, connection speeds, free-trade 

and ‘free-to-good-home’ are just some of the terms that you will learn 

about in our quest to understand how people and places around the world 

are connected. So, get connected! Join us for this amazing investigation. 

 

 

 

Hitler and the Holocaust- History 

Students have the opportunity to study the major features of The 
Holocaust. Integral to this study is the development of students’ 
understanding of the nature of historical inquiry. Of particular 
relevance is the study of historical causation and factors contributing to 
continuity and change.  This unit gives students an awareness of the 
enormity of the crimes committed during the Holocaust.  Students will 

be required to develop an inquiry project based on one aspect of Holocaust and you will need to give an oral 
presentation. We will also be visiting the Holocaust Museum in Melbourne as part of this elective.  
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Other Electives 
 

Semester One 
 

Japanese language- LOTE 

In this elective, students will study daily routines, school 

life, and how young people spend their leisure time.  It will 

also cover careers and part-time jobs.  The study of 

Japanese culture will be embedded in topic focus, with a 

strong emphasis on speaking, listening, reading and 

writing in Japanese. 

 

 

Electronics – Let the Lights go on! - Science 

This science elective will be based on the Physics Science Strand. This 

hands on elective will be investigating parallel and series circuits and 

creating a circuit design for a model house. We will explore the use of 

sensors in robotics and other control devices.  

 

 

Semester Two 

 

Japanese language- LOTE 

Students will study daily routines, school life, and how young people spend 

their leisure time.  It will also cover careers and part-time jobs.  The study of 

Japanese culture will be embedded in topic focus, with a strong emphasis on 

speaking, listening, reading and writing in Japanese. 

 

 

Marine – Dive into the Deep- Science 

We live in an amazing environment with ready access to the sea and 

marine life. This science elective will involve field trips, guest speakers, 

dissections, chemical testing, the physical properties of the ocean and 

virtually exploring the deep. We will cover biological, chemical and physics 

science concepts. 

 

 


